“Hebrews 12:1-2 (CEB)”So then let’s also run the race that is laid out in front of us, since we have such
a great cloud of witnesses surrounding us. Let’s throw off any extra baggage, get rid of the sin that trips
us up, 2 and fix our eyes on Jesus, faith’s pioneer and perfecter. He endured the cross, ignoring the
shame, for the sake of the joy that was laid out in front of him, and sat down at the right side of God’s
throne.”
Reflection Questions:
1) Can you think of any other time-stealing distractions that are a struggle for you?

2) Do you have a plan of attack when these, or any, distractions show up?

3) Do you feel that using a planner and setting limits, or deadlines, could be a huge help
with eliminating distractions in your life?
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Extended Devotion:
Planning is awesome! But sometimes we can get discouraged because we never quite master
our “to do” list, right? I have often thought that using a remote control to run my life
wouldn’t be such a bad idea, especially in the times when the pressure is on. Pressing play
when we need to get a job executed or pushing pause to take a break seems like a good plan
to me. Or, how about fast forward for the redundant times, and of course, rewind for when
we need a “do-overs” and want to pass up the commercials, or distractions. But I know it
wouldn’t always be a good thing to use 24-7, because we would never be able to problem
solve or plan ahead, or most importantly, hear the Holy Spirit leading. The consumer
mentality plaguing our time would have us consume all of the time we saved from our
magical remotes with empty pursuits as we would get distracted once again. So sometimes
we have to pull out a tried and true principle: fasting. Fasting is an excellent way to help us
learn to master ignoring distractions. Spending time with the Lord instead of time with
whatever we are fasting, we become conditioned to stay focused and disciplined on what
matters most—staying on mission with God and living for His glory. The world is full of
distractions, but this Scripture below from Romans is such a good reminder that we are not
powerless as we face distractions this world offers.
Romans 12:2 (ESV) “Do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewal of your
mind, that by testing you may discern what is the will of God, what is good and acceptable and
perfect.”
Takeaway:
When we take the initiative to fast or plan, the Lord helps us to become more aware of the
areas that we need help with—to keep distractions at bay if we will take the time and allow
Him to work in and through us.
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